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fessor was derived from the Northern French professeur, which means “To declare publicly, to profess.” Originally applied to one who made a religious vow, “the modern sense is largely due to the creation of Five Regius or King’s Professors by Henry VIII.” Professor referred to one who held a master’s or doctorate degree and had a license to teach. The modern usage of professor retains the idea of one who professes something. So, we might ask rhetorically, what exactly do librarians profess? And digressing, one wonders why holders of a doctorate degree are addressed as doctor, but those holding a master’s are not called master. Is there some sort of snobbery or discrimination at work here?

Originally, of course, all professors were men. When women inevitably entered the ranks (their own separate ranks, actually), they were called professors (here we go again), as in “The female college with its professors and hostesses, and other Utopian monsters.” Do we sense a hostile pattern emerging?

While librarnesses and professors have gone the way of the whalebone corset and the bustle, it is, in fact, often our adversaries that give us the label that sticks. For example, this seems to have been common among certain Native American tribes. Sioux is a French corruption of Nadowe-ir-w, which means “adder” or “snake.” This venomous epithet was coined by the Sioux’s age-old enemy, the Chipewa. The Sioux called themselves the much nicer sounding Ochelitshakowin (Seven Council Fires). The Gulf Coast tribe Yik-hiti ishak are now forever remembered as Atakapa, Muskokegan for “man-eater,” because of the peculiar culinary nature of some of their rituals.

Some savvy folks, however, use negative images to their own advantage by adopting the names or symbols foisted on them by their enemies. In 1841, during Andrew Jackson’s presidential campaign, his opponents called him a jackass because of his populist politics. In response, Jackson had a picture of a donkey put on his campaign signs. He not only won the election, but the donkey became the symbol of the Democratic Party.

It seems clear that devising fancy or esoteric titles leads to neither respect nor remuneration. Perhaps the most prudent course is to follow Old Hickory’s lead. Barzin, who is not really our enemy, actually describes my job very well. I am an intellectual middleman. If we are honest, that’s what most of us librarians are. The majority of us are not scholars, researchers, or teachers in the same sense as traditional faculty (exceptions noted). As H. Curtis Wright has wisely pointed out, our “primary function is to attend to the research interests of other people. The administrative and scholarly functions of librarians...are merely instrumental to their primary function.”

Yet even when we perform routine clerical duties or clear paper jams, we are the links between the seekers of knowledge and the depositories of information and data. We bring the two together. No matter what our title or job in the library, that connection is the reason we exist. Of course, people have a tendency to want to cut out the middleman. In our line of work, this inclination is now more pervasive than ever. The Internet has made everyone an information expert in his own mind. But perhaps technology is not entirely to blame. It may be that too many of us have abandoned the middle ground while trying to reach what we see as more prestigious horizons. And that would be too bad, for the middle is where people need us whether they always realize it or not. This really is a service profession. Shall we let our insecurities or ambitions lead us to places where we are neither truly wanted nor needed? Do what you must.

I shall remain,
Yr obedient servnt.

---
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Summary

In July 2001, the Pennsylvania State University Libraries stopped placing purchase orders for materials that were deemed not yet published or available. It was important that our carry-over encumbrances not be too high since that would impact the Libraries’ purchasing power for the following year. In addition, it was felt that the collections budget should be spent on titles that are readily available, rather than tied up in materials that may not be published for one to two or even five more years. In should be noted that Penn State’s fiscal cycle runs July 1 to June 30, at which time State appropriated funds should be fully expended. Any outstanding orders for library materials are then applied against the new year budget(s). For the first year of implementation of this new policy, manual files that were reviewed at specified intervals, were kept of all titles not yet published. This was a time-consuming and tedious process. In an effort to make this process much more efficient, and to take advantage of our new library management system’s capabilities, our Budget Coordinator worked with a group of individuals in Acquisitions Services to develop a procedure that was not only automated, but would allow selectors to gain up to the minute information on not yet published requests via the Web with a WebCat (public catalog) view of their titles.

Budget Efficiencies Achieved By Not Placing Orders For NYP Materials

It was imperative to see positive results from the holding of NYP materials prior to embarking on a technological way to address the process. To demonstrate the budget efficiencies, our Fiscal and Data Services Team took a look at the University Park budget performance figures at the end of FY 2000/01 and compared them to June 30, 2002. Please note, however, that 2001/02 figures do include a small number of NYP orders placed later in the fiscal year.

- Encumbrances carried over from FY 2000/01 = $72,162
- Encumbrances carried over from FY 2001/02 = $31,053
(some NYP)
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The preceding five years were also compared to the 2001/02 budget performance. Please note that "orders" reflect unexpended funds and carryover encumbrances:

![Monograph Budget Performance Comparison General 1001 Funds](image)

Based on these figures, it was very clear that the Libraries was headed in the right direction.

**Overview of New Process**

The Pennsylvania State University Libraries is using SIRSI Corporation (Unicorn) software as its library management system. SIRSI bibliographic records can be entered and indexed in a shadow catalog to provide mechanisms for the Libraries to manage and display special catalog records. Shadowed catalog items are not viewable to users searching the WebCat. This is accomplished with the use of the indexed 594, or Selection list, field. The Acquisitions Services department began to utilize this Unicorn feature to manage requests for materials that are not yet published beginning with the July 2002 fiscal year. The benefits of managing NYP in this manner are significant:

- Eliminates manual storage and tracking of paper order requests
- Provides regular reports on titles that should be reviewed for order consideration
- Provides the capability for selectors to view their NYP requests through the WebCat via a Web page, using defined URLs.
- Provides the Acquisitions Department with the ability to manage the monthly review of NYP requests via a Web page with defined URLs.

**Criteria**

It is necessary to have firm criteria in place for determining whether or not an item is Not Yet Published. Acquisitions Services developed the following criteria to facilitate and standardize the process:

- Forthcoming publication notices/brochures accompanying order request. Although orders are not placed for NYP items, exceptions are made when significant discounts are offered at the prepublication rate.
- Bibliographic search results:
  - MARC CIP (cataloging in process—bibliographic record lacking the physical description—pagination and size)
  - OCLC records that have not yet been updated to a full record (Cataloging in Publication, or CIPs)
  - OCLC records that have only two or less holding locations listed

  Note—Items being excluded from the NYP category includes: Rush orders, foreign publishers, small presses & societies when going direct, searching music scores, maps and other formats.

**Procedures**

The following are the procedures that have been devised for completing the 594 field.

1. A bibliographic record is created as order requests are identified as Not Yet Published. If the record already exists in the system, the record is simply modified with additional local notes (fund, selection list elements, etc.). There are separate 594 (Selection List) and 536 (Funding Information) fields on the record for each order request. In addition, there may be separate 500 notes for each order as needed. Paper order requests are discarded at this point in time. [see Appendix I for detailed information on creation of the fields]

   The 594 (selection list field) contains 4 critical sub fields used for reporting and tracking:
   - Subfield A: NYP [constant data]
   - Subfield B: Library Location [2 letter code] and (Holding Code) for UP or CCL (space) • Library Code [2 letter code] and (Home location) for Commonwealth Campuses
   - Subfield C: Fund acronym
   - Subfield D: Month to Review the Record based on anticipated publication date

Sample of this screen:

![Sample Screen](image)

2. Defined URL(s) based on the Review Date are available at a Website for Acquisitions review and action. Titles are then researched for availability.

3. If the title is now available, an order is placed. The record is modified to delete the Selection List field and local note fields containing order information.

4. If the title is still NYP, the review date is modified so that the record is queued for reviewing again at a future date.

**NYP Web Page for Selectors & Acquisitions Staff**

The procedure that has been devised is especially efficient because it automatically generates a dynamic Web result based on information recorded in the 594 field of the bibliographic record. It is extremely important that as much information as possible regarding the ordering process is shared with the subject selectors. Two Selector NYP Web pages have been developed that are linked to the Acquisitions Services departmental Web page(s); one for University Park subject/collection accounts, and one for Campus Library locations. These Websites consist of custom URLs that would search the shadow catalog in the WebCat for specific records based on the Selection List field. Selectors could then go to these sites to determine if Acquisitions is holding any order requests due to a NYP status.
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[see Appendices II and III for samples of the selector Web pages]

Each page contains a jump list of custom WebCat links, using the base URL to search the shadow catalog of the WebCat + specific elements of the 594 field. The base URL to perform a general search is:

http://cat.libraries.psu.edu/uhltbin/cgisirsi/x/0/5?searchdata1=
Example: NYP Records for University Park Account - HRIM

http://cat.libraries.psu.edu/uhltbin/cgisirsi/x/0/5?searchdata1=NYP+UP+HRIM
{sel}&shadow=1ES&sort_by=TI

Example #2: NYP Records for ALTOONA Campus

http://cat.libraries.psu.edu/uhltbin/cgisirsi/x/0/5?searchdata1=NYP+AA
{sel}&SHADOW=yes&sort_by=TI

Selectors are able to check, by month, any titles that are being held and are planned for review during that particular month. Once a new availability status is confirmed, a new month will be entered into the 594 field and the title will automatically move into the new month tab for review and follow-up.

In addition, selectors can check for titles being held according to their subject/collecting account name. This will produce a WebCat list of all titles being held for a specific fund account (See Appendix IV for an example). Selectors can then view detailed information on each title. This produces a WebCat list of all titles being held for a specific account. Selectors can view detailed information on each title. Acquisitions staff uses these very same pages to search, by month, any items that need to be reviewed in a particular month. In essence, this has become their "claims" report.

Conclusion

The libraries have developed an efficient way of monitoring NYP materials using bibliographic records that dynamically create Web search results for our Acquisitions Services staff and selectors. By creating shadowed records, the staff is able to easily speed through the ordering process once a title has been published. It is possible to maintain up to date Web search results because any edits to a bibliographic record automatically affect the search result. Plans are being made to apply this process to lost items and items being held due to lack of available funding. There is great application potential to other uses for the storage and dynamic retrieval of information using this process.

Appendix I

Procedures for Creating the NYP Record

A. Field Descriptions

The following table lists the most common fields used either on MLP or full records.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field description</th>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>020</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Author</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication info</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected pub. Date</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>Enter if known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Dollar or foreign currency amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General note</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>This field will be used to enter special instructions. Note will begin with the Library: (colon) Note (e.g., Great Valley: Notify Potasky)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding info</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>Fund ID. If request has information regarding diversity, program or international codes, the information is entered after the fund separated by a comma using abbreviations in uppercase (e.g., IST-GV-MN-1001, PROG: IST)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection list</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>This field consists of the following sub-fields:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>aNYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b2 letter Library Code (Holding Code)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Example: UP (UP.JOE3BK) or for Commonwealth Campuses as:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bCCL (space) 2 letter Library Code (Home location)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Example: CCL FE (STACKS-FE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cFund acronym (SOCIO, AGBio, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dMonth to review publication status (Do not use any abbreviations; input full month name, capitalizing the first letter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Example: January</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Added entries (personal or corporate names) 7XX *
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numbered its pages. The Stout editions were a great success in the northern New Jersey counties, but failed to attract a broader audience due to Stout’s “usurious” subscription terms.

Advances in satellite cartography allow Niche Publishing to bring you this, the 12th edition of the Budget Newish World Atlas. Those familiar with the 11th edition will notice the improved binding, the inclusion of the “equator” for improved latitudinal references, and the photographs of traffic lights from every major city in the world.

Financial considerations restricted us from using optimal color-contrasting techniques, but astute readers will easily differentiate between the blue of oceans and rivers, and the somewhat lighter blues, purplish blues, and slightly greenish blues of the various countries. Where recent trends have shown country names changing to a disturbing degree, or boundaries shifting at the whim of the local military, this edition has grouped those countries into regions such as “Island Group” or “The Big Peninsula.” Where local place names conflict with English standards, the 12th edition solves the problem by supplying a “Standard Nick Name” (e.g., Rome, Italy, known by its natives as “Roma,” thereby becomes simply “Ro.”

The typeface for this edition, Choppy Cherubic Five point, was chosen for its ability to blur spelling errors and heighten the reader’s sense of disquiet. The 12th edition of the Budget Newish World Atlas should not be used as a navigational tool and its depictions of lunar eclipse cycles should not be considered more than moderately accurate.
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Appendix II

Not Yet Published Order Requests Available for Viewing in the WebCat University Park Subject/Collections Accounts

Bibliographic records are entered in Unicorn for order requests for items with a publication status of “not yet published” (NYP). Orders for these items will not be placed until the item is available. NYP records will be reviewed routinely based on expected publication date. These records are “shadowed” and will not display in the public WebCat. To view all University Park NYP requests scheduled for review in a particular month, click on the month below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>July</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sept</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

To view NYP order requests for a subject/collections account, click on the account acronym in the table below. This will take you directly to the WebCat to view a listing of the titles. To view all University Park NYP order requests, click on ALL UP NYP. To view all NYP order requests, click on ALL NYP.

ACQ  ADMJS  AFRAM  AFRST
AGBIO  ANTHY  ARCHT  AREA
ARTBZ  ARTGL  ARTHUGRP  ARTHUREF
ARTPT  ARTS  ASNST  BEHSC
BUSGRP  BUSREF  CAT  CHPHY
CLASS  COLGN  COMEG  COMM
COMPLIT  COMPS  CONTM  CURIN
DANCE  DATA  DIVERSITY  DOCS
EARTH  ECON  EDCOUN  EDGRP
EDREF  EDUC  EMSGRP  ENDLIB
ENGIN  ENCS  FILM  FIN
FOLK  FRNCH  GENRL  GEOG
GERMN  GLBS  GLOBAL  HELTH
HISBK  HIST  HISTSCI  HRIM
HUMREF  ILL  IST  ITAL
JEWISH  JUVED  LABOR  LATAM
LAW  LIBS  LIFE  LIFEGRP
LING  MANG  MAPS  MATH
MICRO  MIDE  MILSC  MKT
MINDD  MUREC  MUSCO  MUSIC
NEWS  PACENTER  PENNS  PHED
PHILO  POLSC  PRES  RARAP
RAREB  RELIG  REPL  RESBK
SCIGL  SLAVC  SOCIO  SOCREF
SOCSCGRP  SPAN  SPECH  SPSE
THART  WOMEN  ALL NYP  ALL UP NYP

Appendix III

Not Yet Published Order Requests Available for Viewing in the WebCat Campus College Library Locations

Bibliographic records are entered in Unicorn for order requests for items with a publication status of “not yet published” (NYP). Orders for these items will not be placed until the item is available. NYP records will be reviewed routinely based on expected publication date. These records are “shadowed” and will not display in the public WebCat. To view all CCL NYP requests scheduled for review in a particular month, click on the month below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>July</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sept</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

To view NYP order requests for a Campus College Library location, click on the location in the table below. This will take you directly to the WebCat to view a listing of the titles. To view all Campus College Library NYP order requests, click on ALL CCL NYP. To view all NYP order requests, click on ALL NYP.

ABINGTON  ALTOONA
BEAVER  BEHREND
BERKS  DELAWARE
DUBOIS  FAYETTE
GREAT VALLEY  HARRISBURG
HAZLETON  LEHIGH VALLEY
MCKEESPORT  MONT ALTO
NEW KENSINGTON  SCHUYLKILL
SHENANGO  WII KFS-RARRE
W. SCRANTON  YORK
ALL CCL NYP  ALL NYP

Appendix IV

Example of search results of the WebCat utilizing a defined URL to find bibliographic records in the shadow catalog for NYP items funded on the ENGIN account:

Appendix V

Not Yet Published Order Requests Available for Viewing in the WebCat Campus College Library Locations

Bibliographic records are entered in Unicorn for order requests for
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